Fund Finance | Cayman Islands

Whether you’re an experienced participant
in the fund finance space or a new entrant
to the market, Conyers has the capabilities
required to assist you and your onshore legal
counsel with the Cayman Islands aspects of
your fund finance transaction.

“Conyers Dill & Pearman is
known in the market for its solid
financial and corporate practice.”

Conyers takes an integrated approach to
fund finance with our team comprised
of both fund finance and fund formation
practitioners working seamlessly together.

Our team primarily acts on the lender side
of fund finance transactions and we pride
ourselves on our efficient and commercial
representation. Our wealth of experience
and integrated approach allows us to handle
challenging transactions and minimise
unnecessary conflict with borrower counsel
to ensure a seamless client experience.
As one of the leading Cayman Islands
legal advisors to private equity and venture

— IFLR1000

Our dedicated team regularly acts as
lender or borrower side Cayman counsel
on a diverse range of fund finance
transactions including:

capital funds, we also regularly advise on
the fund/borrower side of fund finance
transactions with such advice commencing
at fund formation.

“Offshore Law Firm of the Year.”

• subscription line facilities

— Chambers Global

• NAV’ or asset-based facilities

We are ideally placed to advise you from a
Cayman Islands perspective on all aspects
of the fund finance market and to assist
you in tailoring and effecting bespoke and
sophisticated fund financing solutions.

• hybrid facilities
• facilities to open-ended funds in respect of
redemption liquidity
• bespoke or specialist loans to fund
structures
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Our expertise is exceptional as our attorneys
have been advising on these structures
since their initial inception and subsequent
evolution. Also, the diverse nature of our
funds practice gives us a deep understanding
of and insight into the key factors influencing
these transactions from both a lender and
borrower perspective.

